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ABSTRACT
One of the main theories for explaining the formation of spiral arms in galaxies is the
stationary density wave theory. This theory predicts the existence of an age gradient
across the arms. We use the stellar cluster catalogues of the galaxies NGC 1566,
M51a, and NGC 628 from the Legacy Extragalactic UV Survey (LEGUS) program.
In order to test for the possible existence of an age sequence across the spiral arms,
we quantified the azimuthal offset between star clusters of different ages in our target
galaxies. We found that NGC 1566, a grand–design spiral galaxy with bisymmetric
arms and a strong bar, shows a significant age gradient across the spiral arms that
appears to be consistent with the prediction of the stationary density wave theory. In
contrast, M51a with its two well–defined spiral arms and a weaker bar does not show an
age gradient across the arms. In addition, a comparison with non–LEGUS star cluster
catalogues for M51a yields similar results. We believe that the spiral structure of M51a
is not the result of a stationary density wave with a fixed pattern speed. Instead, tidal
interactions could be the dominant mechanism for the formation of spiral arms. We
also found no offset in the azimuthal distribution of star clusters with different ages
across the weak spiral arms of NGC 628.
Key words: galaxies: spiral —galaxies: structure —galaxies: indiviual: NGC 1566,
M51, NGC 628
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1 INTRODUCTION
Understanding how spiral patterns form in disk galaxies
is a long–standing issue in astrophysics. Two of the most in-
fluential theories to explain the formation of spiral structure
in disk galaxies are named stationary density wave theory
and swing amplification. The stationary density wave the-
ory poses that spiral arms are static density waves (Lind-
blad 1963; Lin & Shu 1964). In this scenario spiral arms are
stationary and long–lived. The swing amplification proposes
instead that spiral structure is the local amplification in a
differentially rotating disk (Goldreich & Lynden-Bell 1965;
Julian & Toomre 1966; Sellwood & Carlberg 1984; Sellwood
2011; Elmegreen 2011; D’Onghia, Vogelsberger, & Hernquist
2013). According to this theory indiviual spiral arms would
fade away in one galactic year and should be considered
transient features. Numerical experiments suggest that non–
linear gravitational effects would make spiral arms fluctuate
in density locally but be statistically long–lived and self–
perpetuating (D’Onghia, Vogelsberger, & Hernquist 2013).
To complicate the picture there is the finding that many
galaxies in the nearby universe are grand–design, bisymmet-
ric spirals. These galaxies may show evidence of a galaxy
companion, suggesting that the perturbations induced by
tidal interactions could induce spiral features in disks by cre-
ating localized disturbances that grow by swing amplifica-
tion (Kormendy & Norman 1979; Bottema 2003; Gauthier,
Dubinski, & Widrow 2006; D’Onghia et al. 2016; Pettitt,
Tasker, & Wadsley 2016). Some studies have been devoted
to explore galaxy models with bar–induced spiral structure
(Contopoulos & Papayannopoulos 1980) and spiral features
explained by a manifold (Contopoulos & Papayannopoulos
1980; Athanassoula 1992). It is also possible that a combi-
nation of these models is needed to describe the observed
spiral structure. We refer the interested reader to compre-
hensive reviews of different theories of spiral structure in
Dobbs & Baba (2014) and to Shu (2016) for detailed expla-
nations of the origin of spiral structure in stationary density
wave theory.
The longevity of spiral structure can be tested obser-
vationally. In fact, in the stationary density wave theory,
spiral arms are density waves moving with a single constant
angular pattern speed. The angular speed of stars and gas
equals the pattern speed at the corotation radius. Inside the
corotation radius, material rotates faster than the spiral pat-
tern. When the gas enters the higher–density region of spiral
arms, it may experience a shock which may lead to star for-
mation (Roberts 1969). Consequently, the stars born in the
molecular clouds in spiral arms eventually overtake the arms
and move away from the spiral patterns as they age. This
drift causes an age gradient across the spiral arms. If spi-
ral arms have a constant angular speed, then we expect to
find the youngest star clusters near the arm on the trailing
side, and the oldest star clusters further away from the spi-
ral arms inside the corotation radius (e.g., Mart´ınez-Garc´ıa,
Gonza´lez-Lo´pezlira, & Bruzual-A 2009). Outside the coro-
tation radius, the spiral pattern moves faster than the gas
and leads to the opposite age sequence.
Dobbs & Pringle (2010) carried out numerical simula-
tions of the age distribution of star clusters in four different
spiral galaxy models, including a galaxy with a fixed pattern
speed, a barred galaxy, a flocculent galaxy, and an interact-
ing galaxy. The results of their simulations show that in a
spiral galaxy with a constant pattern speed or in a barred
galaxy, a clear age sequence across spiral arms from younger
to older stars is expected. In the case of a flocculent spiral
galaxy, no age gradient can be observed in their simulation.
Also in the case of an interacting galaxy, a lack of an age
gradient as a function of azimuthal distance from the spiral
arms is predicted. A simulation of an isolated multiple–arm
barred spiral galaxy was performed by Grand, Kawata, &
Cropper (2012), who explored the location of star particles
as a function of age around the spiral arms. Their simula-
tion takes into account radiative cooling and star formation.
They found no significant spatial offset between star parti-
cles of different ages, suggesting that spiral arms in such a
spiral galaxy are not consistent with the long–lived spiral
arms predicted by the static or stationary density wave the-
ory. In a recent numerical study, Dobbs et al. (2017) looked
in detail at the spatial distribution of stars with different
ages in an isolated grand–design spiral galaxy. They found
that star clusters of different ages are all concentrated along
the spiral arms without a clear age pattern.
A simple test of the stationary density wave theory con-
sists of looking for a colour gradient from blue to red across
spiral arms due to the progression of star formation. It is
important to note that this method can be affected by the
presence of dust. Several observational studies have tried to
test the stationary density wave theory by looking for colour
gradients across the spiral arms. In an early study of the
(B − V) colours and total star formation rates in a sample
of spiral galaxies with and without grand design patterns,
Elmegreen & Elmegreen (1986) found no evidence for an
excess of star formation due to the presence of a spiral den-
sity wave, and explained the blue spiral arm colours as a
result of a greater compression of the gas compared to the
old stars, with star formation following the gas. Mart´ınez-
Garc´ıa, Gonza´lez-Lo´pezlira, & Bruzual-A (2009) studied the
colour gradients across the spiral arms of 13 SA and SAB
galaxies. Ten galaxies in their sample present the expected
colour gradient across their spiral arms.
A number of observational studies have used the age of
stellar clusters in nearby galaxies as a tool to test the station-
ary density wave theory. Scheepmaker et al. (2009) studied
the spatial distribution of 1580 stellar clusters in the inter-
acting, grand–design spiral M51a from Hubble Space Tele-
scope (HST) UBVI photometry. They found no spatial offset
between the azimuthal distribution of cluster samples of dif-
ferent age. Their results indicate that most of the young (age
< 10 Myr) and old stellar clusters (age> 30 Myr) are located
at the centers of the spiral arms. Kaleida & Scowen (2010)
also mapped the age of star clusters as a function of their lo-
cation in M51a using HST data and found no clear pattern in
the location of star clusters with respect to their age. Both
above studies suggest that spiral arms are not stationary,
at least for galaxies in tidal interaction with a companion.
In order to study the spatial distribution of star–forming
regions, Sa´nchez-Gil et al. (2011) produced an age map of
six nearby grand–design and flocculent spiral galaxies. Only
two grand–design spiral galaxies in their sample presented a
stellar age sequence across the spiral arms as expected from
stationary density wave theory.
In galaxies where spiral arms are long–lived and sta-
tionary as predicted by the static density wave theory, one
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would expect to find an angular offset among star formation
and gas tracers of different age within spiral arms (Roberts
1969). The majority of observational studies of the spiral
density wave scenario have tried to examine such an an-
gular offset (Vogel, Kulkarni, & Scoville 1988; Rand 1995).
Tamburro et al. (2008) detected an angular offset between
HI (a tracer of the cold dense gas) and 24 µm emission (a
tracer of obscured star formation) in a sample of 14 nearby
disk galaxies. An angular offset between CO (a tracer of
molecular gas) and Hα (a tracer of young stars) was de-
tected for 5 out of 13 spiral galaxies observed by Egusa et
al. (2009). In another observational work, Foyle et al. (2011)
tested the angular offset between different star formation
and gas tracers including HI, H2, 24 µm, UV (a tracer for
unobscured young stars) and 3.6 µm emission (a tracer of the
underlying old stellar population) for 12 nearby disk galax-
ies. They detected no systematic trend between the different
tracers. Similarly, Ferreras et al. (2012) found no significant
angular offset between Hα and UV emission in NGC 4321.
Louie, Koda, & Egusa (2013) found a large angular offset
between CO and Hα in M51a while no significant offsets
have been found between HI, 21 cm, and 24 µm emissions.
These searches for offsets are based on the assumption that
the different tracers represent a time sequence of the way a
moving density wave interacts with gas and triggers star for-
mation. Elmegreen et al. (2014) used the S4G survey (Sheth
et al. 2010) and discovered embedded clusters inside the dust
lanes of several galaxies with spiral waves, suggesting that
star formation can sometimes start quickly.
In a recent observational study, Schinnerer et al. (2017)
carried out a detailed investigation of a spiral arm segment in
M51a. They measured the radial offset of the star clusters of
different ages (< 3 Myr, and 3–10 Myr) and star formation
tracers (HII regions and 24 µm) from their nearest spiral
arm. No obvious spatial offset between star clusters younger
and older than 3 Myr was found in M51a. They also found
no clear trend in the radial offset of HII regions and 24 µm.
Similarly, Chandar et al. (2017) compared the location of
star clusters with different ages (< 6 Myr, 6–30 Myr, 30–
100 Myr, 100–400 Myr, and > 400 Myr) with the spiral
patterns traced by molecular gas, dust, young and old stars
in M51a. They found cold molecular gas and dark dust lanes
to be located along the inner edge of the arms while the outer
edge is defined by the old stars (traced with 3.6 µm) and
young star clusters. The observed sequence in the spiral arm
of M51a is in agreement with the prediction from stationary
density wave theory. Chandar et al. (2017) also measured the
spatial offset between molecular gas, young (< 10 Myr) and
old star clusters (100–400 Myr) in the inner (2.0–2.5 kpc)
and outer (5.0–5.5 kpc) spiral arms in M51a. They found
an azimuthal offset between the gas and star clusters in the
inner spiral arm zone, which is consistent with the spiral
density wave theory. In the outer spiral arms, the lack of such
a spatial offset suggests that the outer spiral arms do not
have a constant pattern speed and are not static. Chandar
et al. (2017) found no star cluster age gradient along four
gas spurs (perpendicular to the spiral arms) in M51a.
In conclusion, there have been numerous observational
studies aiming to test the longevity of the spiral structure.
In many cases, the conclusions show conflicting results and
the nature of spiral arms is still an open question.
The main goal of this study is to test whether spiral
arms in disk galaxies are static and long–lived or locally
changing in density and locally transient. This work is based
on the Legacy ExtraGalactic UV Survey (LEGUS)1 obser-
vations obtained with HST (Calzetti et al. 2015). The paper
is organized as follows: The survey and the sample galaxies
are described in § 2. The selection of the star cluster samples
is presented in § 3. We investigate the spatial distribution
together with clustering of the selected clusters in § 4. In
§ 5, we describe the results and analysis and how we mea-
sure the spatial offset of our star clusters across spiral arms.
In § 6 we discuss whether the two spiral arms of our target
galaxies have the same nature. In § 7, we use a non–LEGUS
star cluster catalogue to measure the spatial offset of star
clusters in M51a and we present our conclusions in § 8.
2 THE SAMPLE GALAXIES
LEGUS is an HST Cycle 21 Treasury programme that
has observed 50 nearby star–forming dwarf and spiral galax-
ies within 12 Mpc. High– resolution images of these galaxies
were obtained with the UVIS channel of the Wide Field
Camera Three (WFC3), supplemented with archival Ad-
vanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) imaging when avail-
able, in five broad band filters, NUV (F275W), U (F336W),
B (F438W), V (F555W), and I (F814W). The pixel scale of
these observations is 0.04
′′
pix−1. A description of the sur-
vey, the observations, the image processing, and the data
reduction can be found in Calzetti et al. (2015).
Face–on spiral galaxies with prominent spiral struc-
tures are interesting candidates to study stationary density
wave theory. Therefore, three face–on spiral galaxies, namely
NGC 1566, M51a, and NGC 628 were selected from the LE-
GUS survey for our study. The morphology, distance, coro-
tation radius, and the pattern speed of each galaxy are listed
in Table 1. The UVIS and ACS footprints of the pointings
(red and yellow boxes, respectively) overlaid on Digitized
Sky Survey (DSS) images of the galaxies are shown in Fig. 1
together with their HST red, green, and blue colour com-
posite mosaics.
2.1 NGC 1566
NGC 1566, the brightest member of the Dorado group,
is a nearly face–on (inclination = 37.3◦) barred grand–design
spiral galaxy with strong spiral structures (Elmegreen et al.
2011). The distance of NGC 1566 in the literature is un-
certain and varies between 5.5 and 21.3 Mpc. In this study,
we revised the distance of 13.2 Mpc listed in Calzetti et al.
(2015) and adopted a distance of 18 Mpc (Sabbi et al. 2018).
NGC 1566 has been morphologically classified as an SABbc
galaxy because of its intermediate–strength bar. It hosts a
low–luminosity active galactic nucleus (AGN) (Combes et al.
2014). The star formation rate and stellar mass of NGC 1566
are 2.0 Myr−1and 2.7×1010 M, respectively within the LE-
GUS field of view (Sabbi et al. 2018).Two sets of spiral arms
can be observed in NGC 1566. The inner arms connect with
the star–forming ring at 1.7 kpc (Smajic´ et al. 2015), which
is covered by the LEGUS field of view (see Fig. 1, top panel).
1 https://legus.stsci.edu
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Table 1. Fundamental properties of our target galaxies.
Galaxy Morphology D [Mpc] M? (M) SFR (UV) (M yr−1) Rcr [kpc] Ωp [km s−1 kpc−1] Ref
NGC 1566 SABbc 18 2.7 × 1010 2.026 10.6 23±2 1
M51a SAc 7.6 2.4 × 1010 6.88 5.5 38±7 2
NGC 628 SAc 9.9 1.1 × 1010 3.6 7 32±2 3
Column 1, 2: Galaxy name and morphological type as listed in the NASA Extragalactic Database (NED)
Column 3: Distance
Column 4: Stellar mass obtained from the extinction–corrected B–band luminosity
Column 5: Star formation rate calculated from the GALEX far–UV, corrected for dust attenuation
Column 6: Co–rotation radius
Column 7: Pattern speed
Column 8: References for the co–rotation radii and pattern speeds: 1- Agu¨ero, Dı´az, & Bajaja (2004), 2- Zimmer, Rand, & McGraw
(2004), 3- Sakhibov & Smirnov (2004)
The outer arms beyond 100 arcseconds (corresponding to 8
kpc ) are weaker and smoother than the inner arms.
2.2 M51a
M51a (NGC 5194) is a nearby, almost face–on (inclina-
tion = 22◦) spiral galaxy located at a distance of 7.6 Mpc
(Tonry et al. 2001). It is a grand design spiral galaxy mor-
phologically classified as SAc with strong spiral patterns
(Elmegreen et al. 2011). M51a is interacting with a com-
panion galaxy, M51b (NGC 5195). M51a has a star forma-
tion rate and a stellar mass of 6.9 Myr−1and 2.4× 1010M,
respectively (Lee et al. 2009; Bothwell, Kennicutt, & Lee
2009). Five UVIS pointings in total were taken through LE-
GUS observations: 4 pointings cover the center, the north–
east, and the south–west regions of M51a, and one covers
the companion galaxy M51b.
2.3 NGC 628
NGC 628 (M74) is the largest galaxy in its group. This
nearby galaxy is seen almost face–on (i = 25.2◦) and is lo-
cated at a distance of 9.9 Mpc (Olivares E. et al. 2010). It
has no bulge (Cornett et al. 1994) and is classified as a SAc
spiral galaxy. Its star formation rate and stellar mass ob-
tained from the extinction–corrected B–band luminosity are
3.6 Myr−1and 1.1 × 1010M, respectively (Lee et al. 2009;
Bothwell, Kennicutt, & Lee 2009). NGC 628 is a multiple–
arm spiral galaxy (Elmegreen & Elmegreen 1987) with two
well–defined spiral arms. It has weaker spiral patterns than
NGC 1566 and M51a (Elmegreen et al. 2011). The LEGUS
UVIS observations of NGC 628 consist of one central and
one east pointing that were combined into a single mosaic
for the analysis.
3 STELLAR CLUSTER SAMPLES
3.1 Selection from star cluster catalogues
In this section, we provide a detailed explanation of the
process adopted to select star cluster candidates in our tar-
get galaxies. A general description of the standard data re-
duction of the LEGUS sample can be found in Calzetti et
al. (2015). A careful and detailed description of the cluster
extraction, identification, classification, and photometry is
given in Adamo et al. (2017) and Messa et al. (2018). Stellar
cluster candidates were extracted with SExtractor (Bertin &
Arnouts 1996) in the five standard LEGUS filters. The re-
sulting cluster candidate catalogues include sources with a
V–band concentration index (CI)2 larger than the CI of star–
like sources, which are detected in at least two filters with
a photometric error ≤ 0.3 mag. The photometry of sources
in each filter was corrected for the Galactic foreground ex-
tinction (Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011). In order to derive the
cluster physical properties such as age, mass, and extinction,
the spectral energy distribution (SED) of the clusters was
fitted with Yggdrasil stellar population models (Zackrisson
et al. 2011). The uncertainties derived in the physical param-
eters of the star clusters are on average 0.1 dex (Adamo et al.
2017). For some of the LEGUS galaxies, star cluster proper-
ties were also estimated based on a Bayesian approach, using
the Stochastically Lighting Up Galaxies (SLUG) code (da
Silva, Fumagalli, & Krumholz 2012). A detailed and com-
plete explanation of the Bayesian approach can be found in
Krumholz et al. (2015).
Each source in the stellar cluster catalogue that is
brighter than -6 mag in the V–band, and detected in at least
four bands, has been morphologically classified via visual in-
spection by three independent members of the LEGUS team
(Grasha et al. 2015; Adamo et al. 2017). The inspected clus-
ters were divided into four morphological classes: Class 1
contains compact, symmetric, and centrally concentrated
clusters. Class 2 includes compact clusters with a less sym-
metric light distribution, Class 3 represents less compact and
multi–peak cluster candidates with asymmetric profiles, and
Class 4 consists of unwanted objects like single stars, mul-
tiple stars, or background sources. Unclassified objects were
labeled as Class 0.
In addition, a machine–learning (ML) approach was
tested to morphologically classify the stellar clusters in an
automated fashion. A forthcoming paper (Grasha et al., in
prep.) will present the ML code that was used for cluster
classification in the LEGUS survey and the degree of agree-
ment with human classification. An initial comparison be-
tween human and ML classification in M51a was already
discussed by Messa et al. (2018).
For our analysis, we use stellar cluster properties es-
2 the magnitude difference between apertures of radius 1 pixel
and 3 pixels
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Figure 1. Left: UVIS (red boxes) and ACS (yellow boxes) footprints on DSS images of the galaxies NGC 1566, M51, and NGC 628
(from top to bottom, respectively). The horizontal bar in the lower left corner denotes the length scale of 60 arcsec. North is up and East
to the left. Right: Colour composite images for the same galaxies, constructed from LEGUS imaging in the filters F275W and F336W
(blue), F438W and F555W (green), and F814W (red). The central UVIS pointing (white) of M51a was taken from the observations for
proposal 13340 (PI: S. Van Dyk).
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2017)
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timated with Yggdrasil deterministic models based on the
Padova stellar libraries (see Zackrisson et al. (2011) for de-
tails) with solar metallicity, the Milky Way extinction curve
(Cardelli, Clayton, & Mathis 1989), and the Kroupa (2001)
stellar initial mass function (IMF). We also selected clus-
ters based on human visual classification for NGC 628, a
combination of human and machine learning classification in
NGC 1566, and only machine learning for M51a. Star clus-
ters classified as Class 4 and Class 0 are excluded from our
analysis. Among our target galaxies, there is a total num-
ber of 1573, 3374, and 1262 star cluster candidates classified
as Class 1, 2, and 3 in NGC 1566, M51a, and NGC 628,
respectively.
A detailed description of the properties of the final clus-
ter catalogues of M51a and NGC 628 and their completeness
can be found in Messa et al. (2018) and Adamo et al. (2017).
3.2 Selection of star clusters of different ages
In this study, we use the age of star clusters in our
galaxy sample as a tool to find a possible age gradient across
the spiral arms predicted by the stationary density wave
theory. Therefore, we group star clusters into three different
cluster samples according to their ages.
The estimated physical properties of star clusters based
on the Yggdrasil deterministic models are inaccurate for
low–mass clusters (Krumholz et al. 2015). A comparison be-
tween the deterministic approach based on Yggdrasil mod-
els and the Bayesian approach with SLUG models presented
by Krumholz et al. (2015) suggests that the derived cluster
properties are uncertain at cluster masses below 5000 M.
We adopted the same mass cut–off and for NGC 628 and
M51a in our analysis. Using the luminosity corresponding
to this mass, namely MV = −6 mag (mV = 23.4 and 23.98
mag for NGC 628 and M51a, respectively) results in an age
completeness limit of ≤ 200 Myr. In Adamo et al. (2017) and
Messa et al. (2018) the magnitude cut at MV < −6 mag is
a more conservative limit than the magnitude limit corre-
sponding to 90% of completeness in the recovery of sources.
We have tested our results using different mass cuts as well
as by removing any constraint on the limiting mass, and we
have not observed any significant change in the age distri-
butions of the clusters as a function of azimuthal distances.
Thus, the results presented in § 5 and § 6 are robust against
uncertainties in the determination of cluster physical prop-
erties.
NGC 1566 is the most distant galaxy within our LE-
GUS sample. Due to the large distance of this galaxy, the
90% completeness limit (mV = 23.5 mag) is significantly
brighter than MV = −6 mag. Therefore, in order to select
star clusters in NGC 1566, we used the 90% completeness
limit and a= mass cut of 5000 M for the cluster ages up to
100 Myr and 104M for the 100–200 Myr old star clusters
(see Fig. 2). Applying these two criteria reduced our clus-
ter samples from 1573 to 1195 clusters for NGC 1566, from
3374 to 1781 clusters for M51a, and from 1262 to 490 for
NGC 628.
Then, we selected three cluster samples of different ages
for each galaxy as follows:
• “Young” star clusters: age (Myr) < 10
• “Intermediate–age” star clusters: 10 ≤ age (Myr) < 50
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Figure 2. Distribution of ages and masses of the star clusters
(class 1, 2, and 3) in NGC 1566, M51a, and NGC 628. The colours
represent different age bins: blue (the young sample), green (the
intermediate–age sample), red (the old sample), and black (ex-
cluded star clusters). The number of clusters in each sample is
shown in parentheses. The horizontal dotted lines in NGC 1566
show the applied mass cut of 5000 M up to the age of 100 Myr
and 104 M up to the age of 200 Myr. The applied mass cut of
5000 M up to the age of 200 Myr in M51a and NGC 628 are
also by horizontal dotted lines. The solid black line shows the
90% completeness limit of 23.5 mag in the V–band in NGC 1566
and the magnitude cut of MV = -6 mag in M51a, and NGC 628,
respectively. MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2017)
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Table 2. The number of star clusters in the “young”, “intermediate–age”, and “old” samples in our target galaxies.
Galaxy age (Myr) < 10 10 ≤ age (Myr) < 50 50 ≤ age (Myr) ≤ 200
NGC 1566 392 679 124
M51a 361 441 979
NGC 628 77 111 302
• “Old” star clusters: 50 ≤ age (Myr) ≤ 200
The number of star clusters in the “young”,
“intermediate–age”, and “old” samples is shown in Tab. 2.
Fig. 2 displays the age–mass diagram of star clus-
ters in NGC 1566, M51a, and NGC 628. The young, the
intermediate–age, and the old star cluster samples are shown
in blue, green, and red colors, respectively. The excluded star
clusters (due to the mass cut) are shown in black. The hor-
izontal and vertical dotted lines show the applied mass cut
of 5000 M and its corresponding completeness limit at a
stellar age of 200 Myr, respectively.
4 SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION AND
CLUSTERING OF STAR CLUSTERS
In Fig. 3, we plot the spatial distribution of star clus-
ters of different ages in the galaxies NGC 1566, M51a, and
NGC 628. The young, intermediate–age, and old stellar clus-
ter samples are shown in blue, green, and red, respectively.
In general, we observe a similar trend in our target galax-
ies: First, the young and the intermediate–age star clusters
mostly populate the spiral arms rather than the interarm re-
gions. This is particularly evident for NGC 1566 and M51a,
which show strong and clear spiral structures in young and
intermediate–age star clusters. Second, the old star clusters
are less clustered and more widely spread compared to the
young and intermediate–age star cluster samples.
Our findings are similar to other literature results on the
spatial distribution of star clusters of different ages: Dobbs et
al. (2017), using LEGUS HST data found that in NGC 1566
the 100 Myr old star clusters clearly trace the spiral arms
while in NGC 628 star clusters older than 10 Myr show only
weak spiral structures. Chandar et al. (2017), using other
HST data observed that M51a shows weak spiral structure
in older star clusters (>100 Myr).
Clustering of star clusters has been observationally
investigated for a number of local star–forming galaxies
(e.g., Efremov 1995; Efremov & Elmegreen 1998). In a de-
tailed study of clustering of the young stellar population in
NGC 6503 based on the LEGUS observations, Gouliermis
et al. (2015) found that younger stars were more clustered
compared to the older ones. Grasha et al. (2015) investigated
the spatial distribution of the star clusters in NGC 628 from
the LEGUS sample. Their findings confirmed that the de-
gree of the clustering increases with decreasing age. More
recently, Grasha et al. (2017) studied the hierarchical clus-
tering of young star clusters in a sample of six LEGUS galax-
ies. Their results suggested that the youngest star clusters
are strongly clustered and the degree of clustering quickly
drops for clusters older than 20 Myr and the galactic shear
appears to drive the largest sizes of the hierarchy in each
galaxy Grasha et al. (2017).
Adopting a similar approach as Grasha et al. (2015), we
use the two–point correlation function to test whether or not
the clustering distribution of the clusters in our selected age
bins shows the expected age dependence. The two–point cor-
relation function ω(θ) is a powerful statistical tool for quanti-
fying the probability of finding two clusters with an angular
separation θ against a random, non–clustered distribution
(Peebles 1980). Here we use the Landy–Szalay (Landy &
Szalay 1993) estimator, which has little sensitivity to the
presence of edges and masks in the data:
ω(θ) = r(r − 1)
n(n − 1)
DD
RR
− (r − 1)
n
DR
RR
+ 1, (1)
where n and r are the total number of data and random
points, respectively. DD, RR, and DR are the total num-
bers of data–data, random–random, and data–random pair
counts with a separation θ ± dθ, respectively. We construct
a random distribution of star clusters that has the same sky
coverage and masked regions (e.g., the ACS chip gap) as the
images of each galaxy.
Fig. 4 displays the two–point correlation function for
the star clusters in different age bins as defined for our
galaxy samples. The blue, green, and red colours represent
the young, intermediate–age, and old star cluster samples in
each galaxy, respectively. The error bars on the two–point
correlation function were estimated using a bootstrapping
method with 1000 bootstrap resamples.
The general distribution of the star cluster samples in
the target galaxies shows a similar trend: Independent of
the presence of spiral arms, young clusters show hierarchical
structure, whilst the old star clusters show a non–clustered,
smooth distribution.
5 ARE THE SPIRAL ARMS STATIC DENSITY
WAVES?
As discussed in § 1, the stationary density wave theory
foresees that the age of stellar clusters inside the corota-
tion radius increases with increasing distance from the spi-
ral arms. In other words, we expect to find a shift in the
location of stellar clusters with different ages.
In order to test whether the distribution of star clus-
ters of different ages in our target galaxies agrees with the
expectations from the stationary density wave theory, we
need to quantify the azimuthal offset between star clusters
of different ages.
5.1 Spiral arm ridge lines definition
First of all, we need to locate the spiral arms of our
galaxy sample. We wish to define a specific location in each
spiral arm so we can measure the relative positions of the
star clusters in a uniform way. We use the dust lanes for
this purpose because they are narrow and well–defined on
optical images.
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Figure 3. The spatial distribution of star clusters of different age in the galaxies NGC 1566, M51a, and NGC 628 (from top to bottom)
superimposed on the B–band images. The blue, green, and red circles show the young (age (Myr) < 10), intermediate–age (10 ≤ age
(Myr) < 50), and old star clusters (50 ≤ age (Myr) ≤ 200), respectively. The black outlines show the UVIS footprints. The horizontal
bar in the lower left corner denotes the length of 2 kpc. North is up and East to the left.
As gas flows into the potential minima of a density wave,
it gets compressed and forms dark dust lanes in the inner
part of the spiral arms, where star formation is then likely to
occur (Roberts 1969). We have used the B–band images for
this purpose since most of the emission is due to young OB
stars and dark obscuring dust lanes can be better identified
in this band.
To better define the average positions of the dust lanes,
we used a Gaussian kernel (with a 10 pixels sigma) to smooth
the images, reduce the noise, and enhance the spiral struc-
ture. In the smoothed images the dust lanes are clearly vis-
ible as dark ridges inside the bright spiral arms. We defined
these dark spiral arm ridge lines manually. For the remain-
der of this paper, we refer to the southern arm and northern
arm as “Arm 1” and “Arm 2”, respectively. Fig. 5 presents
the defined spiral arm ridge lines (red lines) overplotted
on the smoothed B–band images of NGC 1566, M51a, and
NGC 628.
5.2 Measuring azimuthal offset
Knowing the position of star clusters and spiral arm
ridge lines in our target galaxies allowed us to measure the
azimuthal distance of a star cluster from its closest spiral
arm, assuming that it rotates on a circular orbit.
We limited our analysis to the star clusters located in
the disk where spiral arms exist. The disk of a galaxy can
be defined by its rotation curve. The rotational velocity
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2017)
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Figure 4. two–point correlation function for the star cluster sam-
ples of different ages as a function of angular distance (arcseconds)
in NGC 1566, M51a, and NGC 628. The young, intermediate–age,
and old star cluster samples are shown in blue, green, and red,
respectively. The error bars were computed based on a bootstrap-
ping method. The number of star clusters in each age bin are listed
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increases when moving outwards from the central bulge–
dominated part and becomes flat in the disk–dominated part
of the galaxy. We derived a radius of 2 kpc for the bulge–
dominated part of our galaxies using the rotation curves of
Korchagin et al. (2000) for NGC 1566, Sofue (1996, 1997) for
M51a, and Combes & Becquaert (1997) for NGC 628. Fur-
thermore, we limited our analysis to star clusters located in-
side the corotation radius. If stationary density waves are the
dominant mechanism driving star formation in spiral galax-
ies we expect to find an age gradient from younger to older
clusters inside the corotation radius. The bulge–dominated
region and co–rotation radius of each galaxy are shown in
Fig. 5. The adopted corotation radii of the galaxies are listed
in Tab. 1.
Fig. 6 (left panels) shows the normalized distribution of
the azimuthal distance of star clusters in the three age bins
from their closest spiral arm ridge line in NGC 1566, M51a,
and NGC 628. The error bars in each sample were calculated
by dividing the square root of the number of clusters in
each bin by the total number of clusters. We note that an
azimuthal distance of zero degrees shows the location of the
spiral arm ridge lines and not the center of the arms. Positive
(negative) azimuthal distributions indicate that a cluster is
located in front of (behind) the spiral arm ridge lines. Blue,
green, and red colours represent the young, intermediate–
age, and old star cluster samples, respectively.
Fig. 6 (right panels) shows the cumulative distribu-
tion function of star clusters as a function of the azimuthal
distance. In order to test whether the samples come from
the same distribution, we used a two–sample Kolmogorov–
Smirnov test (hereafter K–S test). Since we aim at finding
the age gradient in front of the spiral arms, the K–S test
was only calculated for star clusters with positive azimuthal
distances. The probability that two samples are drawn from
the same distribution (p–values) and the maximum differ-
ence between pairs of cumulative distributions (D) are listed
in Tab 3.
In the case of NGC 1566 (Fig. 6, top), we see that the
young and intermediate–age star cluster samples are peak-
ing close to the location of the spiral arm ridge lines (az-
imuthal distance of 0–5 degrees) while the old sample peaks
further away from the ridge lines (azimuthal distances of 5–
10 degrees). The derived p–values are lower than the test’s
significance level (0.05) of the null hypothesis, i.e., that the
two samples are drawn from the same distribution. As a
consequence, our three star cluster samples are unlikely to
be drawn from the same population. A clear age gradient
across the spiral arms can be observed in NGC 1566, which
is in agreement with the expectation from stationary density
wave theory. The existence of such a pattern supports the
picture of an age sequence in the model of a grand–design
spiral galaxy and a barred galaxy suggested by Dobbs &
Pringle (2010); Gouliermis et al. (2017).
No obvious age gradient from younger to older is seen
in the azimuthal distributions of the star cluster samples in
M51a (Fig. 6, middle). What is remarkable here is that the
older star clusters are located closer to the spiral arm ridge
lines than the young and intermediate–age star clusters. The
K–S test indicates that the probability that the young star
cluster sample is drawn from the same distribution as the
intemediate-age and old star cluster samples is more than
10%. The derived p–value for the intermediate–age and old
cluster samples is lower than the significance level of the
K–S test and rejects the null hypothesis that the two sam-
ples are drawn from the same distribution. The lack of an
age pattern is consistent with the observed age trend for
an interacting galaxy, modeled based on M51a, suggested
by Dobbs & Pringle (2010). Our result is compatible with
a number of observational studies have found no indication
for the expected spatial offset from the stationary density
wave theory in M51a (Scheepmaker et al. 2009; Kaleida &
Scowen 2010; Foyle et al. 2011; Schinnerer et al. 2017).
There is no evident trend in the azimuthal distribution
of star clusters in NGC 628 (Fig. 6, bottom). The majority of
the young star clusters tends to be located further away from
the ridge lines (azimuthal distance of 20–25 degrees). The
calculated p–values from the K–S test are larger than 0.05,
which suggests weak evidence against the null hypothesis.
As a result, the three young, intermediate–age, and old star
cluster samples are drawn from the same distribution. The
absence of an age gradient across the spiral arms in NGC 628
is consistent with a simulated multiple arm spiral galaxy by
Grand, Kawata, & Cropper (2012).
6 THE ORIGIN OF TWO SPIRAL ARMS
An observational study by Egusa et al. (2017), based on
measuring azimuthal offsets between the stellar mass (from
optical and near–infrared data) and gas mass distributions
(from CO and HI data) in two spiral arms of M51a, suggest
that the origin of these spiral arms differs. One spiral arm
obeys the stationary density wave theory while the other
does not.
In another recent study of M51a, Chandar et al. (2017)
quantified the spatial distribution of star clusters with differ-
ent ages relative to different segments of the two spiral arms
of M51a traced in the 3.6 µm image. They observed a similar
trend for the western and eastern arms: the youngest star
clusters (< 6 Myr) are found near the spiral arm segments,
and the older clusters (100–400 Myr) show an extended dis-
tribution.
In this section, we test whether measuring the azimuthal
offset of star cluster samples from each spiral arm individu-
ally leads to different results. We assume that a star cluster
whose distance from Arm 1 is smaller than its distance from
Arm 2 belongs to Arm 1 and vice versa.
Fig. 7 shows the normalized distribution of ages of star
clusters associated with Arm 1 (shown in red) and Arm 2
(shown in blue) in each of the galaxies. No significant differ-
ences between the age distribution of star clusters belonging
to the two spiral arms in our target galaxies can be observed.
Also, the K–S test indicates that the age distributions of
star clusters relative to Arm 1 and Arm 2 in each galaxy are
drawn from the same population.
In Fig. 8 we compare the normalized azimuthal distri-
bution of the three young, intermediate–age, and old star
cluster samples relative to Arm 1 (left panels) and Arm 2
(right panels) in our target galaxies. As before, our analysis
was limited to the star clusters positioned in the disk and
inside the corotation radius of our target galaxies.
The upper panels of Fig. 8 exhibit a noticeable age
gradient across both spiral arms of NGC 1566. The young
star clusters are highly concentrated towards the location of
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2017)
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Figure 6. The normalized distribution of azimuthal distance (in degrees) of the star cluster samples from their closest spiral arm (left
panels) and the cumulative distribution function of star clusters of different ages as a function of the azimuthal distances (in degrees)
in NGC 1566, M51a, and NGC 628. The young (< 10 Myr), intermediate–age (10–50 Myr), and old star cluster samples (50–200 Myr)
are shown in blue, green, and red, respectively. The number of star clusters located in the disk and inside the corotation radius of each
galaxy is listed in parantheses.
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Figure 7. The distribution of the age of star clusters associated
with Arm 1 (red) and Arm 2 (blue) in NGC 1566, M51a, and
NGC 628. The number of star clusters relative to the Arm 1 and
Arm 2 is listed in parantheses.
Arm 1 and Arm 2 while the older ones are peaking further
away from the two spiral arms.
The second row panels of Fig. 8 show the azimuthal dis-
tance of star cluster samples across the two arms of M51a.
This galaxy displays an offset in the location of young and
old star clusters across Arm 1. The young star clusters culmi-
nate close to Arm 1 (at azimuthal distances of 2–6 degrees)
while the old ones are positioned further away (at azimuthal
distances of 6–10 degrees). Even though M51a shows an age
gradient across the Arm 1 at first glance, the K–S test does
not imply significant differences between the young and old
star cluster samples (all derived p–values are larger than
the test’s significance level). We do not observe any shift in
the azimuthal distribution of the star cluster samples across
Arm 2 in M51a.
In the case of NGC 628, no obvious age gradient across
Arm 1 and Arm 2 is observed (the lower panels of Fig. 8).
It is important to note that our results are inconclusive for
the young star clusters associated with Arm 2 due to the
small number statistics. Hence, we also explored the change
in the azimuthal distribution of the star clusters by including
clusters with masses < 5000 M and ages > 200 Myr. The
observed differences are not significant and the general trend
is the same as before.
Thus, measuring the azimuthal distance of the star clus-
ters from the two individual spiral arms in each galaxy sug-
gests that the two spiral arms of our target galaxies may
have the same physical origin.
7 COMPARISON WITH THE NON–LEGUS
CLUSTER CATALOGUE OF M51
In this section, we use the Chandar et al. (2016) cata-
logue (hereafter CH16 catalogue) to measure the azimuthal
offsets of star clusters with different ages in M51a and to
compare the results with our analysis based on the LEGUS
catalogue. We caution that the south–eastern region of M51a
is not covered by the LEGUS observations. We also investi-
gated whether our results are biased due to the absence of
star clusters from that region.
Chandar et al. (2016) provided a catalogue of 3816 star
clusters in M51a based on HST ACS/WFC2 images obtained
the equivalents of UBVI and Hα filters. Messa et al. (2018)
compared the age distributions of star clusters in common
between the LEGUS and CH16 catalogue. They observed
that a large number of young star clusters (age < 10 Myr)
in Chandar et al. (2016) have a broad age range (age: 1–
100 Myr) in the LEGUS catalogue. They argued that the
discrepancies in the estimated ages are due to the use of
different filter combinations.
In Fig. 9, we show the distribution of ages and masses of
star clusters in M51a from the CH16 catalogue. In order to
be able to compare our results, we considered a mass–limited
sample with masses > 5000 M and ages < 200 Myr and
selected the same age bins as before: The young (< 10 Myr),
intermediate–age (10–50 Myr), and old star cluster samples
(50–200 Myr).
In Fig. 10, we plot the spatial distribution of the young,
intermediate–age, and old star clusters based on the CH16
catalogue in M51a. As we can see, M51a displays a very clear
and strong spiral pattern in the young star clusters. The
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2017)
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Figure 8. The normalized distribution of azimuthal distance (in degrees) of the star cluster samples belonging to Arm 1 (left panels) and
Arm 2 (right panels) in NGC 1566, M51a, and NGC 628. Blue, green, and red colours present the young (< 10 Myr ), intermediate–age
(10–50 Myr), and old star cluster samples (50–200 Myr), respectively. The number of star clusters corresponding to Arm 1 and Arm 2
is listed in parantheses. The error bars in each sample were calculated by dividing the square root of the number of clusters in each bin
by the total number of clusters.
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Table 3. The maximum difference between pairs of cumulative distributions (D) of azimuthal distance of star clusters and the probability
that two samples are drawn from the same distribution (p–values) of the two sample K–S test in NGC 1566, M51a, and NGC 628.
Galaxy
Young & Intermediate–age Young & Old Intermediate–age & Old
D p–value D p–value D p–value
NGC 1566 0.15 3.78 × 10−3 0.31 2.88 × 10−5 0.26 6.19 × 10−5
M51a 0.15 0.10 0.13 0.10 0.17 2.4 × 10−3
NGC 628 0.21 0.49 0.17 0.47 0.19 0.10
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Figure 9. The distribution of ages and masses of the 3816
star clusters in M51a, based on the CH16 catalogue. The young
(<10 Myr ), intermediate–age (10–50 Myr), and old (50–200 Myr)
star clusters are shown in blue, green, and red, respectively. The
black points indicate excluded star clusters due to the applied
mass cut and the imposed completeness limit. The number of
clusters in each sample is listed in parentheses. The horizontal
and vertical dotted lines show the applied mass cut of 5000 M
and the corresponding detection completeness limit of 200 Myr,
respectively.
intermediate–age star clusters tend to be located along the
spiral arms while the old ones are more scattered and pop-
ulate the inter–arm regions. Recently, Chandar et al. (2017)
using the CH16 catalogue found that the youngest star clus-
ters (< 6 Myr) are concentrated in the spiral arms (defined
based on 3.6 µm observations). The older star clusters (6–
100 Myr) are also found close to the spiral arms but they
are more dispersed, and the spiral structure is not clearly
recognisable in older star clusters (> 400 Myr).
In order to quantify the possible spatial offset in the
location of the three young, intermediate–age, and old star
cluster samples from the CH16 catalogue across the spiral
arms, we computed the normalized azimuthal distribution
and corresponding cumulative distribution function of the
star cluster samples in Fig. 11. We applied our analysis only
to the star clusters positioned in the disk and inside the co–
rotation radius of M51a (2.0–5.5 kpc). Our result demon-
strates that the three young, intermediate–age, and old star
cluster samples peak at an azimuthal distance of 6 degrees
from the location of the spiral arms. We observe no obvi-
ous offsets between the azimuthal distances of the three star
cluster age samples in M51a. Chandar et al. (2017), using
the same cluster catalogue, quantified the azimuthal offset
of molecular gas (from PAWS and HERACLES) and young
(<10 Myr) and intermediate–age (100–400 Myr) star clus-
ters in the inner (2–2.5 kpc) and outer (5–5.5 kpc) annuli
of the spiral arms. They found that in the inner annuli the
young star clusters show an offset of 1 kpc from the molec-
ular gas while there is no offset between the molecular gas
and young and old star clusters in the outer portion of the
spiral arms.
Adopting the CH16 catalogue, we found that there is
no noticeable age gradient across the spiral arms of M51a,
which is in agreement with our finding based on the LEGUS
star cluster catalogue.
8 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The stationary density wave theory predicts that the
age of star clusters increases with increasing distance away
from the spiral arms. Therefore, a simple picture of the sta-
tionary density wave theory leads to a clear age gradient
across the spiral arms. In this study, we are testing the the-
ory that spiral arms are static features with constant pattern
speed. For this purpose, we use the age and position of star
clusters relative to the spiral arms.
We use high–resolution imaging observations obtained
by the LEGUS survey (Calzetti et al. 2015) for three face–on
LEGUS spiral galaxies, NGC 1566, M51a, and NGC 628. We
have measured the azimuthal distance of the LEGUS star
clusters from their closest spiral arm to quantify the possible
spatial offset in the location of star clusters of different ages
(< 10 Myr, 10–50 Myr, and 50–200 Myr) across the spiral
arms. We found that the nature of spiral arms in our target
galaxies is not unique. The main results are summarized as
follows:
• Our detailed analysis of the azimuthal distribution of
star clusters indicates that there is an age sequence across
spiral arms in NGC 1566. NGC 1566 shows a strong bar and
bisymmetric arms typical of a massive self–gravitating disk
(D’Onghia 2015). We speculate that when disks are very
self–gravitating the bar and the two–armed features domi-
nate a large part of the galaxy, producing an almost constant
pattern speed. The observed trend is also in agreement with
what was found by Dobbs & Pringle (2010) in simulations
of a grand design and a barred spiral galaxy.
• We find no age gradient across the spiral arms of M51a.
This galaxy shows less strong arms and a weaker bar and
hence a less self–gravitating disk. The absence of an age se-
quence in M51a indicates that the grand–design structures
of this galaxy are not the result of a steady–state density
wave, with a fixed pattern speed and shape, as in the early
analytical models. More likely, the spiral is a density wave
that is still changing its shape and amplitude with time in
reaction to the recent tidal perturbations. A possible mecha-
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2017)
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Figure 11. The normalized azimuthal distribution (left) and the cumulative distribution function as a function of the azimuthal distance
(right) of three star cluster samples in M51a, based on the CH16 catalogue. The young, intermediate–age, and old star clusters are shown
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nism to explain the formation and presence of grand–design
structures in spiral galaxies is an interaction with a nearby
companion (Toomre & Toomre 1972; Kormendy & Norman
1979; Bottema 2003). Since such an interaction is obviously
occurring in M51a, tidal interactions could be the domi-
nant mechanism for driving its spiral patterns. Dobbs &
Pringle (2010) simulated M51a with an interacting compan-
ion (M51b), and observed no age gradient across the tidally
induced grand–design spirals arms. Our findings are consis-
tent with the results of several other observational studies,
which did not find age gradients as expected from the spi-
ral density wave theory in M51a (Scheepmaker et al. 2009;
Kaleida & Scowen 2010; Foyle et al. 2011; Schinnerer et al.
2017).
• NGC 628 is a multiple–arm spiral galaxy with weak
spiral arms consistent with a pattern speed decreasing with
radius and multiple corotation radii. In this case we find
no significant offset among the azimuthal distributions of
star clusters with different ages, which is consistent with the
swing amplification theory. The lack of such an age offset is
in agreement with an earlier analysis of NGC 628 (Foyle et
al. 2011), and consistent with the spatial distribution of star
clusters with different ages in the simulated multiple–arm
spiral galaxy by Grand, Kawata, & Cropper (2012).
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